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Useful Contacts
Service

Organisation/Name

Contact

Emergencies Gas Emergency (24hrs)
0800 111 999
999
UK Power Networks (24hrs)
105
Water Leak Line (24hrs)
0800 820 999
Community
PCSO Richard Bradley
101 or email
Richard.Bradley@Kent.Police.uk
Non-urgent and other enquiries
101
Community Warden Team
07811 271 299
Neighbourhood Watch
Martin Porter - email
porter118@btinternet.com
Crime Stoppers
0800 555111
Community Safety Dover
01304 872220
Consumer Direct
01845 4040506
Childline
0800 1111
Kent County Council
08458 247247
Dover District Council
01304 821199
Craig Mackinlay MP
01843 589266
Ash Parish Council Clerk
01304 832909
Citizens Advice (Dover area)
0844 8487978
Ash Village Hall Enquiries
01304 369314
Environmental Health
01304 872215
Trading Standards
0845 4040506
Ash Library
01304 812440
Healthcare

NHS Medical Helpline (24hrs)
Out of Hours Doctor Service
Ash Surgery
Hospitals - Kent and Canterbury
QEQM Margate
William Harvey
Pharmacy - Ash (Boots)

111 or www.nhs.uk
0844 8001234
01304 812227
01227 766877
01843 225544
01233 633331
01304 812242

Education

KCC Area Office
Cartwright and Kelsey School
St Faith’s Prep School
Sandwich Technology School
Sir Roger Manwood School

03000 414141
01304 812539
01304 813409
01304 610000
01304 613286

Transport

National Rail TrainTracker™
Stagecoach East Kent Ltd

0871 2004950
0845 6002299

~ If an error is noted please inform the editors ~
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Church Notices
Church services
Services in our churches are now resuming, though will seem very
different in order to comply with Church of England guidance.
 Every 2nd and 4th Sunday at 9am we will be holding a Said
Communion Service at St Nicholas’ Church for the congregations of
Ash, Preston and Elmstone
 Every 1st and 3rd Sunday there will be a service at 9am at Holy Cross
Goodnestone for the congregations of Goodnestone, Chillenden and
Nonington.
The following procedures will be in place:
 It is now mandatory to wear face coverings unless you are exempt,
 On arrival sanitise hands
 To comply with Track and Trace we will be taking names and
contact details. These will be held for 21 days and then shredded.
 Sit in alternate pews - in family groups only. Service booklets will
already be in place.
 Communion will be in one kind only (bread) and sanitise hands
before and after receiving communion.
 Please note at this time we are not able to sing, take round the
offertory, share the Peace or offer refreshments after the service.
Churches open for Private Prayer
The churches within the Benefice are now open for limited times for
private prayer. Please observe social distancing rules with anyone else in
the church not from your household and respect other people's privacy.
All visitors must wear face coverings, sanitise their hands before and
when leaving the church and limit any surfaces they touch. Some
churches may be staffed during the opening hours.
The churches welcome anyone who wants to come but please do not visit
if you are experiencing Covid-19 symptoms.






Holy Cross, Goodnestone 8am to 10am every Sunday
St Mary’s Nonington 2pm to 5pm every Sunday
All Saints, Chillenden 10am to 6pm every Sunday & Wednesday
St Nicholas, Ash 10am to midday every Thursday
Elmstone Church Not opening for the foreseeable future
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 St Mildred’s, Preston Not opening for the foreseeable future. No
parking currently available.
Worship Online - Live Sunday Services for the Canonry Benefice
Rev’d David warmly invites you to join him and take part in live online
church services – with readings, prayers and music – on Sundays at
11am.
The service will be live-streamed on You Tube and Facebook:
You Tube – www.youtube.com/thecanonrybenefice
Facebook: www.facebook.com/thecanonrybenefice/
Links for news and updates
The usual weekly news sheet that was available at church services can
be found online
at www.canonrybenefice.org.uk and www.st8nicholas.org.uk
If you would like to be added to the weekly news e-bulletin, please email
Emma at thecanonrybenefice@hotmail.com
Supporting the vulnerable
Rev’d David has asked for assistance in identifying vulnerable people that
may need help at this time.
He is working with Ash Parish Council to share information and is a point
of contact for anyone who needs, or who knows of someone who needs,
help. Please call him on 01304 812296.

Parish Register
Weddings
Michael Beckett and Annie Sandham, St Mildred’s, Preston, July 27
Graham Letley and Ally McCardle, St Nicholas, Ash, August 15

The ‘Mystery’ Plays, Part 2
Anyone interested in joining spoken and sung performances of the
Nativity Cycle from The Arrival of the Kings to be performed just after
Christmas on the Sunday closest to 12th night.
please contact Pat Coles at
patricia_coles@hotmail.co.uk
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The Parish Letter
Already this year over 4,100 migrants have crossed the Channel, among
them children and pregnant women. This is an embarrassment to the
Government which promised urgent action in stemming the tide of
migrants last year. To bolster our Border Force, the Home Office has
officially asked the Navy for help. This had provoked some reactions;
here’s one: Steve Valdez-Symonds, Amnesty International UK’s refugee
and migrant rights programme director, said deploying the navy to prevent
people exercising their right to seek asylum in the UK would be unlawful,
reckless and dangerous.
As with Brexit, public debate on asylum-seeking is so polarised, that it is
difficult to speak about it without people immediately looking to disagree
with you. Media headlines can so easily fuel uninformed conversations;
so firstly, sifting through definitions might help:
1. Asylum seekers are people who have fled their country of origin and
have submitted a claim for asylum in another country. They should not be
confused with
2. Refugees, who are people who live outside their country of origin owing
to a well-founded fear of being persecuted. They should not be confused
with
3. Illegal immigrants, who are people who live outside their country of
origin but without the legal warrant of their country of residence. They are
often confused with
4. Immigrants, which is a term used without agreed definition, but which is
usually applied to people who settle as permanent or long-term residents
in a different country.
Studies have shown that, on average, people think that the UK hosts 23%
of the world’s refugees. The actual figure is unknown (which doesn’t help
to alleviate this perception) but it is widely accepted as considerably lower
than this. The Institute for Public Policy Research (IPPR), has identified
three dominant factors leading people to seek asylum. These are: human
rights abuses, civil war and poverty.
The Bible does not speak of asylum seekers or immigrants because these
concepts have arisen with the concept of the nation-state and a body of
international law which codifies relationships between peoples. But the
Bible does speak of the concept of the ‘alien’, the ‘sojourner’ and the
‘stranger’. Abraham was called to live as ‘an alien and a stranger’. Israel
was conceived as a nation whilst living as foreigners in Egypt. The
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exodus was their seminal moment, and God would remind them again
and again: love the alien as yourself, for you were aliens in Egypt.
The foreigner was identified along with the widow and the orphan as a
vulnerable person in the land. The foreigner had equal rights to justice
and was to be protected from abuse, exploitation at work and
discrimination in the courts. They also had the right to glean the harvest, a
big component of Israel’s ancient welfare provisions. Significantly, the
alien was able to participate in the nation’s festivals provided they made a
personal commitment to Israel’s covenant with God. With such rights
came responsibilities: the alien had to keep the same commandments as
Jews.
This concern for the foreigner is to be found in the ministry of Jesus. Just
a few examples: The example of the Samaritan in his parables and the
call to gratitude (the only one of the ten healed lepers to give thanks was
a Samaritan) and he met, daringly, with the Samaritan woman at the well.
Love for the stranger issues from God’s heart because we were all
strangers and alienated from God once. In the biblical story, the alien was
to be loved and cared for; they were allowed to join the covenant and take
on its responsibilities. Rights were balanced with responsibilities, and the
alien was encouraged to embrace the culture and identity of the host
nation. This leads to two conclusions.
Firstly, the moral imperative that should guide a nation which is notionally
Christian is, when practical, to offer shelter to the oppressed. This is not
where the debate is being held at all today. Instead, politicians and the
public argue that asylum seekers should be accepted on the basis of their
potential economic benefit. This is in keeping with a culture which has
privatised morality and prioritised economic growth. Utility, rather than
mercy, is fast becoming our guiding star.
The other conclusion balances that priority. The foreigner in biblical times
was encouraged to become a part of the host culture, with its social and
legal responsibilities. The inherent vulnerability of the alien provided no
excuse for behaviour which undermined the integrity and welfare of their
new country. They were expected to embrace the host culture, with its
institutions and its symbols of national identity, and to work for the welfare
of others - as others had for them. I need hardly spell out the implication
of this for us today.
Rev David Moulden
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Deal Foodbank
As physical donations are no longer possible at St Nicholas’, the
organisers are asking for money donations so they can buy in bulk and
deliver food parcels directly.
Cheques, made payable to ‘Deal Area Emergency Foodbank’ can be sent
to Deal Foodbank, Unit C4 Enterprise Trading Estate, Western Road,
Deal. CT14 6PJ.
For online donations the details are – Deal Area Emergency Foodbank
sort code 40-21-15 account number 31694995.

Friends of St Nicholas Church Ash
Please note that the ongoing situation with Coronavirus has led to the
postponement of our AGM in the church on Monday 7th September. We
hope to rearrange the meeting for December, but members will be
contacted nearer the time to confirm the revised date.
The shuffleboard event due to be held in the village hall on Saturday 17th
October has now been cancelled for this year.
We regret having to take this action, but we are determined to hold the
event again next year as we know how popular it is.
Thank you all for your patience. Stay safe and hope to see you at our
next event, whenever that is!
Chris Burnside, Chairman of the Friends

Benefice Churchwardens, Reader and Retired Clergy
Churchwardens:
Elmstone: Mollie Metcalf: 01227 722206 & Alison Stone: 01304 812511.
Goodnestone: Sue Kittle: 01304 841826 & Roddy Baker: 01304 812054
Chillenden: David Hampson Ghani: 01304 842804.
Ash: Jenny Taylor: 0778 069 4711 & Bill Vennart: 01304 812628.
Nonington: Paul Willett: 01304 840402.
Retired Clergy:
Nigel Hale 01304 813161 & Rev'd Andrew and Barbara Way: 01304 812543.
Reader:
Anne Talbert: 01304 814249
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Make a Feature!
The former parish funeral bier (pictured) has not been used for many
decades and - for lack of room elsewhere - has been stored at a
parishioner's home for the last 30 years. Now it is moving on, but there's
no room in the church or in the Heritage Centre, so it is being offered to
anyone who would like it in exchange for a donation to church funds. As
can be seen, it is very simply built and hardly a work of art, but would
make a very suitable display feature with a little imagination.
The church is hoping to raise a minimum of £50 towards its funds and the

highest offer will secure the bier. In the event of a "tie" for the highest
offer, the first one received will be successful. Offers should be made by
30th September 2020. The preferred method is by email
at peterewart83@btinternet.com but telephoned offers will also be
accepted at 01227 720835.

Volunteer Required
We would really appreciate some help with the printing of our much-loved
and popular parish magazine.
It would be for just ½ a day a month, with printing currently taking place
on the 3rd Thursday of the month in the upstairs vestry at St Nicholas’
Church.
Full training will be provided and health and safety protocols are in place.
Could you help?
Please contact Jenny Taylor (one of the church wardens) for more
details jenny@bijc.co.uk or 07780 694711.
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A New Business Opens
In August, No37 The Street reopened its doors as a boutique guest house
and ice cream parlour.
The new owners, Antonia Mayo and Greg Chick, plan to extend their
services to offer a licensed café-bistro serving breakfasts and lunches.
Here they share a little bit about their lives and plans.
Antonia is from Ramsgate and works for social services as an
occupational therapist.
Greg is from St Helens
and has just given up
work for Wards estate
agents in Herne Bay. He
previously has worked
for many years in
hospitality managing
hotels in France and
pub/ restaurants in UK.
We were due to be
married August but have
postponed until June
next year due to Covid19.
We did not really know
Ash but saw the property
and felt it had potential
as our home and
business. We really love
the village and people,
now having been here
for a year and a half.
It has always been our dream to have our own business. For the minute,
Antonia will carry on working full time and Greg will run the business,
hopefully as we expand we will be able to employ some staff from the
local area.
We currently have two guest rooms with en-suites on the first floor and we
live on the second floor. This could change as the business grows and
there is potential for at least 2 guest rooms on the top floor in the future.
In terms of the shop downstairs, the plan is to have a 7 day a week cafe
bistro serving breakfast and lunches and we are just waiting on the
council with regards to this.
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So for the minute we are running a “pop up” serving ice cream and coffee
to take away or enjoy in the courtyard garden only at weekends.
If people want to keep up to date with what we are doing, our Facebook
page is a great place for that and we will be putting updates in our
window.
We hope to see you all at some point and we really look forward to
Number 37 being at the heart of the village as a successful business, as it
has been in the past going right back to the Harden family who ran their
ladies and gents outfitters from the building.

Ash WI
Members have been
unable to meet as a
group since March,
so what to do?
During the July
lovely weather, we
held six tea parties
in committee
members' gardens
around the village each for six ladies
who came dressed
in summer frocks
and shady hats.
On the menu were cucumber sandwiches, scones with clotted cream and
strawberry jam, various cakes plus juicy Korda cherries, grown and
supplied by A.C.Hulme and Sons locally in Hoaden. All this was washed
down with pots and pots of tea, and we all had a splendid time catching
up with one another's latest news.
Jean Ryan - President

The Ash Society
Although the Ash Society is not yet operating we hope to start, availability
allowing in the Village Hall, on the 15th October, 2020.
Melanie Gibson Barton has agreed to be speaker.
If the Village Hall is still "Corvided" Melanie has her own Pro-Zoom.us.
system. I am not sure that Ash Society members are up to that.
Ray Cooper
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Onlooker:
A councillor’s view of the Ash Parish council meeting held on Monday
8th August 2020.

Covid continues to impact on all our lives and so this was another Zoom
meeting.
Planning once again was an area of great discussion with the council
agreeing to employ an independent planning consultant to help with the
council’s feedback on the proposed housing at Saunders Lane.
This site was not selected as one of the proposed development sites in
the Ash Neighbourhood Development Plan and so the Parish council
wanted to object.
The council were pleased that the new playground is well-used and would
have liked to have some kind of official opening ceremony but due to
Covid this is not feasible.
The verges have been cut along the bypass but unfortunately the area
that had been marked off for the orchids at the Goss Hall junction had
also been cut.
Unfortunately no one is admitting to cutting this part of the verge so it is
not possible to warn them for next year. We will have to come up with a
better plan to save the orchids, any suggestions.
Car parking is a problem in the centre of the village, how can we make
the carpark work better for the local shops?
Cars can be parked all day or for several days but this obviously greatly
reduces the spaces for people wanting to use the shops and so in some
cases cars are parked on the double lines which then makes it difficult for
through traffic especially the busses we need to keep operational.
Traffic will be a topic at forthcoming council meetings.
Contact the Parish Council via Clerk Christine Haggart: phone 01304
832 909 or email clerk@ashpc.kentparishes.gov.uk or visit the Parish
Council website www.ashpc.kentparishes.gov.uk
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Chequer Inn Ash Society
At long last we had the news from No 10 that pubs were to open again on
the 4th July. The committee of the Chequer Inn Society as landlords of the
property have been working closely with the tenants to ensure they were
able to open safely on time.
The tenants have also worked hard to maximise the asset of the
Chequer’s large garden. New tables, parasols and seating on the lawn
enable social distancing for customers to enjoy their drinks and food in
small social groups. Food will mainly be prepared on the new charcoal
barbeque from a new summertime menu. As I write the interior of the pub
is not be in use but plans are being made to extend tables to the indoor
rooms safely.
We received a small grant to assist with marketing and promotion with
which we purchased a new and solid A-frame to display posters in front of
the pub. We are concerned that not all local residents use social media
for information and also we wish to capture the interest of casual visitors
to the village. We are working with the tenants to extend their marketing
to those ‘traditional methods’!
We used Zoom for Meet Up Mondays’ meetings during lockdown but it
was not as successful as the face to face concept. From the 13th July
Meet Up Mondays sessions restarted (10-11.30am) in the pub garden
and this is proving very popular. There are specially inscribed mugs
available which you can take home for reuse. Please bring them back
with you to use at the Meet up Mondays’ session. Everyone welcome!
Works completed
 We are delighted to announce the completion of the disabled toilet
which was ready for use when the pub re-opened on 4th July. Hugh
Cooke, our village builder, and his team have done a fabulous job. It
looks splendid and enhances the appearance, and of course, the
facilities of the pub. Jan and Craig have purchased a baby-changing
table which has been fixed within the toilet itself. Thank you to all
who purchase National Lottery tickets as you have contributed to the
Community Lottery Fund, the source of our grant! Our thanks also to
Kent Community Foundation who topped up the Lottery fund grant
and made the whole project possible.
 The air conditioning unit, which keeps the whole cellar cool and the
beer in good condition, has been replaced. The system which we
inherited proved too unreliable from the start and so we arranged for
the system to be overhauled and renovated at our expense.
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 The drayman’s hatch likewise was in a poor state of repair. Our local
carpenter/joiner Mike Collins has done a superb job in replacing it
and it is now fit for purpose.
 You may be aware that Jan and Craig have painted the rear of the
building and the side to the chimney breast in ‘drainpipe grey’, a dark
grey. On advice from Dover District Council we asked them to
request consent for this colour change as it lies within the
Conservation Area and on a Grade ll listed building. We can confirm
that the Conservation Officer has visited and advised that the side of
the building be returned to cream. He is content that the rear may
remain grey.
Works in the pipeline
By the time you read this many of you will be aware that work to demolish
the roof and rotten woodwork of the Edwardian tearooms has been
completed prior to rebuilding. When this work is completed there will be 3
individual covered bays which will be a useful outdoor facility in these
days of social distancing. Chequer Inn Ash Society are grateful for
COVID-19 Emergency Grant funding from The Power to Change Trust as
part of our commitment to delivering the specific social outcomes within
the wider activities of the pub; ensuring it is more than a Pub. The
committee have debated the wider possible uses of the Edwardian Tea
Room ‘bays’ together with our tenants. If any of you have any other
suggestions for their use for the community please do contact us at
chequermates@gmail.com.
Dover Lotto
Thank you to everyone who supports us by subscribing to the Dover Lotto
and buying tickets each week. We really do appreciate your continuing
financial help which is making a real difference during these difficult times.
We are pleased to report we had three cash winners during June & July
and one of those kindly donated their winnings back to us - thank you Mrs
G.
We live in hope that one of our supporters will scoop the big prize of
£25,000 one lucky week!
If you have not yet signed up to play visit the website for more information
https://www.doverlotto.com/support/chequer-inn-ash-society-limited
If you do not have online access you can call the dedicated Dover District
Lotto number (01304 776123) to register and set up payments.
Continued over
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AND, as an added incentive, you can WIN 1 of 5 £100 B&Q Gift Cards if
you buy one or more tickets before Sat 29 August 2020. Each ticket gives
you a chance to win. So more tickets mean more chances to win!
Remember for every £1 ticket you buy we get 50p as your chosen good
cause. 10p is used to support other good causes within the Dover district.
20p goes to prizes and the remaining 20p is for administration of the
lottery and VAT.
Thanks for all your support and good luck!
Finally, we are only custodians of this historic coaching inn; our work with
the tenants is to ensure the community vision for a community pub is
achieved. As we are in brave new times, adaptation will be the only way
to ensure survival. If you are wondering how you can support the
economic bounce back, I would urge anyone to take time to visit any of
our wonderful local pubs when able to do so safely. By so doing you will
help to preserve the community structure and character of rural Kent and
assist the economic recovery.
Cheers!
David Greaves
Chair Chequer Inn Ash Society

"Becket's Last Walk"
The walk from Sandwich to Canterbury planned for Saturday 12th
September, marking the 850th anniversary of St Thomas Becket's journey
on his return from exile, has been postponed until next year, along with
many other Becket activities originally planned for 2020. The walk has
been organised by the Ash Heritage Group and several local parish
churches. Fingers crossed for next year!

Meet Up Mondays
We are meeting in the Chequer garden from 10am. Social distancing is in
place. Please refer to pub re entrance regulations. Free mugs to take
home and bring with you on your visit.
Don’t be fed up with your own company any longer! Share your lockdown
experience with others.
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League of Friends for Kent and Canterbury Hospital
Ash Branch
We have been running a stall in St Peters Church Sandwich raising
money for the League of Friends. In the last month we have raised
£125.50.
We will continue running the stall every Thursday and Saturday until the
end of September.
Marion Martin

The Friends of Elmstone and Preston Churches
Talk on St Mildred’s Church in August
Tim Offord gave a very informative and enjoyable talk on the fabric of the
Church through history, with regard to both the inside and outside of the
building.
Pimm's and nibbles were served afterwards in the Churchyard in glorious
sunshine.
Our thanks to Tim for giving the talk, the Cornets for organising the event,
those who helped and everyone who supported us.
£280 has been made for the Friends' funds.
Happy Hour at Elmstone
Another event was held on the first Friday in August,
which was well supported.
There will be a further "Happy Hour" in the
Churchyard on Friday 4th September, from 6.307.30pm.
We hope you will come along to this informal event,
to which everyone is welcome.
Future Events
The committee is meeting in early September to discuss how we can go
forward.
Elizabeth Timms
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Age Concern Sandwich
We have now opened our snack bar service with refreshments outside
only, weather permitting but we are considering opening inside too as we
cannot guarantee this weather forever!
We can now offer hairdressing and foot care by appointment only the,
hearing aid clinic is to restart soon.
We are still concentrating on our meals on wheels service for hot meals
service. The charity shop in Cattle Market has now also reopened.
If you would like more information on any of these services or would like
to volunteer, please ring 01304 614237 or
email jane.goring@ageconcernsandwich.com.
Jane Goring

The Cartwright, Godfrey and Kelsey Charity
The trustees of the above charity have funds available to enable them to
offer a book grant to any young people who live in the parish of Ash, and
who intend to start a full time university academic course beginning in the
autumn of 2020.
This also applies to those who may be starting a full time vocational training
course. The amount of each grant will depend upon how many applications
the trustees receive.
The trustees invite applications for the coming academic year by 18
September 2020.
Please write with your full name, address, telephone number, and a copy
of the offer from your intended university/college, to The Clerk to the
Trustees, The Cartwright Godfrey and Kelsey Charity, Little Ware Nursery,
Ware, Ash, CT3 2NB.

The Arts Society of Sandwich
Please note that the following meeting will not take place in Sandwich
Guildhall but instead will be a Zoom meeting`:
7th September 2020: Timothy Walker, The Subtle Science & Exact Art of
Colour in English Garden Design
For information on Zoom lectures please visit info@tass.org.uk
For information about The Arts Society Sandwich, and how to join, please
visit: sandwichdfas.org.uk
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Your Letters
Re: Garden Jottings
Christine’s notes are always reflect her knowledge and experience of all
sorts of gardening. She gives expert advice for beginners and we can all
benefit from her ideas and reminders.
Reading her jottings I usually find something I have forgotten to do, or get
inspired to try something new. But, best of all is her constant enthusiasm
for and love of gardening.
Thank you so very much Christine.
Liz Greenwood

Garden Jottings for September
This month’s jottings seem to echo last month’s as we are again crying
out for rain, or at least cooler weather.
Much as I am not a great lover of red Geraniums, or Pelargoniums to give
them their correct name, I do prefer the prettier shades of coral and pink
and the lovely white ones, also the green and white variegated foliaged
ones with soft red blossom these look good inter-planted with singlecoloured designs and ageratum with their soft fluffy blue powder puff
flowers which complement the above to edge borders but, however, I will
be the first to say that they will stand up well in the heat with little rain or
water even in pots.
Dahlias and Fuchsias will give some late colour along with Michaelmas
Daisies, Rudbeckias and Gaillardia. Try to keep dead-heading and cutting
out browning foliage and removing faded annual plants. To prolong the
colour in borders you can add some Asters and Rudbeckias sown late
and grown in pots to put into empty spaces to add some brightness.
Cut back Lavender now to give it time to make a little new foliage to
clothe the stems, don’t cut too hard into old wood as it won’t regrow very
successfully. Cuttings of Lavender and Pinks will take in early September,
plunged into pots of ½ coarse sand and ½ potting compost. Pentstemons
and any other plants that are not fully hardy are worth taking cuttings of,
also Lavatera and small shrubby grey leaved white Margherite Daisies
which tend to go woody and die off after a few years are well worth
growing from cuttings to have new plants to grow on as replacements.
Wisteria which sends forth long tendrils in August should be either tied
into framework if need or cut back to 4 or 5 leaves. In February or March
the stems should be further reduced to promote flower formation.
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Apple trees can also be trimmed in late August-September taking back
any overlong side shoots, being careful of any remaining fruit on the tree.
However this summer with such hot days the apples are ripening early
and Autumn raspberries are also giving a good crop. Early windfall apples
chopped and cooked go well with lovely blackberries from the hedgerows.
A few of any soft fruit – blackcurrants, gooseberries, raspberries and
blackberries – with a little apple make a lovely compote when gently
poached with a little water, if there is too much juice it can be thickened
with cornflour and sugared to taste, but of course the best dessert this
time of year is Summer Pudding and cream!
Keep checking for caterpillars on Brassicas, the butterflies even seem to
find their way in through fine netting and can cause devastation very
quickly. Keep picking beans and tomatoes regularly to encourage more.
Herbs can be tied into bunches and hung up to dry when they can be
crushed and put in jars. Mint, chives and parsley can be potted to grow for
the winter in a cold frame or greenhouse. I don’t find these grown very
well on my kitchen windowsill, but other people may be luckier than I.
Collect seeds of Hollyhocks, Poppies, Larkspur and Nigella (Love in a
Mist) dry them in paper bags hanging upside down then transfer to used
envelopes after labelling and keep somewhere dry. Start looking for bulbs
to buy. Daffodils need to be planted at the end of the month and into
October. Tulips are to be planted later on into November – most bulbs will
flower well even if planted rather late, the results will just be seen later on
in Spring.
Crocus, Snowdrops and Aconites can be planted this month. These look
good around the base of trees and shrubs seen near front or back doors
or pathways near the house.
Plant up cauliflower, spring cabbages and lettuces where potatoes and
onions have been dug from the vegetable plot. If your French or Runner
beans finish cropping in spite of watering regularly or mulching, save
some pods of beans to dry for next year’s crop. Try to leave some big old
pods hanging on the plants to mature before removing them to dry off.
Hedges can be cut back now and some mulch can be placed along the
roots to conserve moisture and deter weeds. New plants, roses and
shrubs can be considered for planting next season along with a selection
of seeds, maybe trying some new varieties of vegetables and flowers for
a change.
Christine Brown
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Food Stories
Drop Scones (or Scotch Pancakes)
My grandparents met each other in 1938 whilst they were training at
St Mary’s Hospital, Paddington. They were both from very different social
circles. My Grandma was from a poor working class family in South
Wales and was training to be a nurse. Grandpa was from a very wealthy
family, was a terrible flirt (he had all the nurses In love with him!) and was
training to be a doctor. They had been part of a group of friends for a year
or so when my Grandpa found my Grandma in tears one day having
failed some exams. He found out that this was because she couldn’t
afford to buy the books she needed to revise. Being a gentleman, and
having an account at the local bookshop, he went out and got her all the
books she needed, and more, to ensure this never happened again.
Thanks to Grandma’s disastrous exam results they fell madly in love
(proving that sometimes when things go wrong there can be a silver
lining!). They married during the Blitz and spent their wedding night under
a hospital bed hiding from the bombs.
During the war Grandpa was assigned to the Durham Light Infantry as a
medical officer. He was one of the first Allied officers into Belsen and
this changed him enormously, as did my Grandma’s war experiences
dealing with casualties in the Blitz. After the war the two of them found
themselves in the very difficult position of being married to each other with
two small children, but effectively being total strangers, unable to talk
about their experiences and badly scarred by them. They finally managed
to go on their honeymoon in 1946, but things were very strained and both
of them felt rather hopeless about the whole marriage.
Being on a budget they couldn’t afford much, and a camping holiday in
Scotland did not seem the obvious choice of holiday to repair their
relationship, but amazingly being nibbled alive by midges, surviving their
leaky ex-Army tent and the freezing swims in the Loch each morning
brought them closer together. They stayed in a small field on a farm, and
when the farmer’s wife found they were on honeymoon she brought them
piles of drop scones to celebrate. Grandpa wolfed them down and the
farmer’s wife gave Grandma the recipe as she wisely counselled that if
Grandma could keep him well fed the marriage would be sure to thrive.
Whenever we went to visit Grandma there was always a pile of these
sitting waiting to be devoured. They were a happy memory of the holiday
where they fell hopelessly in love with each other again. Now they are a
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happy memory for me of my grandparents. They are perfect for a quick
teatime treat. They can be made in next to no time, and they always make
me happy.
Ingredients
1 tea cup/ cup/ 125g flour
1 teaspoon bicarbonate of soda
1 dessert spoon sugar
1 tea cup/ cup/ 250mls milk
1 egg
Small knob of butter
Method
1. Melt the butter in a frying pan
over a medium heat.
2. With a fork whisk together the
other ingredients till they have
the consistency of cream.
3. Drop dessert spoons of
mixture on to the hot pan and
wait until they start to bubble till
you flip them over and cook the
other side. (See photo)
4. Repeat with the remaining
mixture.
5. Serve buttered, plain or with
jam, honey, Peanut butter or chocolate spread.
These are best served warm, but they pack up well into packed lunches,
picnics etc and we always have a stack on holidays for the journey.
Penny Bernard

Stories from the Archives (7)
... and Died of Fever at Heilbron
The brass memorial plaque always impresses when catching the eye. Still
faithfully burnished, it provides us with name, age, occupation and place
and date of death. We also learn that fever claimed this young British
soldier while serving "in defence of his King and country." The young
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volunteer from Ash had perished in the land of the Boer, where the British
Empire - then at its very zenith - eventually required nearly 450,000 men
to overcome its far less numerous foe. There must be a story here...
Herbert Baily Kelsey was a Wingham lad. He was born in 1878 and grew
up at Great Wenderton, tucked down there below Preston Hill where his
parents, Charles and Adela, farmed and where his brothers and sisters
were also raised, but he was also the great-nephew of the man who gave
his name to Ash's infant school. By the turn of the century, however, the
farm had gone and father was now a brewer's traveller, while Herbert,
who'd received his education at Kelvin House boarding school,
Ramsgate, spent several years employed at the brewery in Ash. He
formed a number of friendships here and embraced local life to the full,
being keen on athletic sports and becoming the cricket club's most
accomplished batsman by 1900, after the club had been revived by Rev'd
James Sheppard, our young Irish curate.
Herbert's local involvement with the Royal East Kent Yeomanry made him
eligible to volunteer for overseas service with the Imperial Yeomanry,
which had been hurriedly created in January 1900 to recruit men who
could ride and shoot in an urgent response to "Black Week" - three major
British defeats a month earlier, soon after the outbreak of war in South
Africa. And why not volunteer? Excitement was in the air, the press was
rampant in its appeal to patriotism - never far from the surface anyway demanding the country put its best foot forward, celebrating British feats
of arms, rousing the populace, waving the flag and singing inspirational
songs. But Herbert held back in 1900 and by that summer it was assumed
the Boer forces had been defeated, but their defiance continued and
guerilla warfare followed. A further batch of Imperial Yeomanry was
needed and on 28th January 1901 Herbert enlisted at Canterbury, joining
the 33rd (E Kent) Company, 11th Battalion. But why now? The nature of
the war had changed and its "adventurous" element had long passed, but
this was less well known in England and, besides, Queen Victoria had
died that very week and was not yet laid to rest. The country was
undergoing another bout of imperial breast-beating and, perhaps
encouraged by this, Herbert was on his way.
From the Cape, his draft proceeded north to the Orange Free State,
where Bloemfontein had been captured the previous year. Herbert's unit
occupied the settlement at Frankfort for several months while Lord
Kitchener pursued his "scorched earth" tactic, developed to counter the
resistance of his civilian foe. Driving the Boers across country, burning
farms and concentrating refugee families into makeshift camps with
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inadequate provision was courting disaster. And so it proved. At Heilbron,
thousands were held in two camps - one for Boer families, one for black
Africans. There was certainly no "glory" for Herbert when he arrived at
this depressing collection of tin huts and railway buildings in an endlessly
flat landscape - no Union Jacks, no regimental bands and no exciting
scraps with the Boers. Disease soon raced through the camps dysentery, cholera, pneumonia, enteric.
Most of the 33rd Company departed in May but, because Herbert
remained, we must presume he'd already fallen ill. He finally succumbed
on 30th June, just 22 years old and only five months after leaving Kent.
The briefest of glances at the Boer War memorial in Canterbury's Dane
John confirms that disease carried off far more British soldiers than the
Boer bullet ever did. Today, it is difficult to behold Herbert's memorial, up
there on the south wall near the west door of our church, without
conjuring in the mind those dreadful scenes on the South African veldt.
There, young men, Boer and Briton together, suffered in makeshift
military hospitals, tormented by fever by day and by night, while devoted
nurses out from England worked until exhausted, mopping brows and
holding a hand until one more Tommy - or the nurse herself - was lowered
into a lonely, faraway grave. In his Dirge of Dead Sisters Kipling captured
these moments:
When the days were torment and the nights were clouded terror,
When the Powers of Darkness had dominion on our soul When we fled consuming through the Seven Hells of Fever,
These put out their hands to us and healed and made us whole.
Till the pain was merciful and stunned us into silence When each nerve cried out on God that made the misused clay;
When the Body triumphed and the last poor shame departed These abode our agonies and wiped the sweat away.
Who recalls the noontide and the funerals through the market,
Blanket-hidden bodies, flagless, followed by the flies?
And the footsore firing-party, and the dust and stench and staleness,
And the faces of the Sisters and the glory in their eyes?

It must be doubted whether Herbert's family, or his "numerous friends in
Ash and neighbourhood" who erected the plaque, can have had the
slightest conception of the nature of young Herbert's short war or even of
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the appalling circumstances in which he left this world. We must hope that
his memorial, as pristine today as when it was placed there, provided
some comfort.
In the continued absence of access to the Ash Heritage Centre and
the Cathedral Archives, this contribution has drawn on the writer's
biographical research among a variety of military and local sources.
Peter Ewart

A Short Story (Continued…)
The Amazing Adventures of Mr Douglas (the world’s most famous
hamster)
Chapter 3
Greetings, dear readers, much has happened
since the last instalment of the super famous
amazing Mr Douglas, the world’s most famous
hamster!
Mr Douglas has been sleeping most of the time
recently, in order to avoid melting in the intense
August heat. His owner, Jamie, has been
terrified of waking up one morning and
discovering a beige, viscous liquid, where dear
old Mr Douglas had once been. Thankfully, the
ever resourceful escape artist hamster, has
managed to retain her mammalian form despite the current heat wave.
It was on such a hot day, not so long ago that the story to be told today
began to unfold in the most exciting of ways.
Rosie, Jamie’s big sister, was innocently hanging out her washing on a
sunny, Saturday afternoon (mum had them well trained) when suddenly
she screamed ‘there’s a tortoise in the garden!’ Mum, who was in doors
heard the scream but thought she had said there were toads in the
garden. ‘In this heat’ thought mum, ‘is Rosie going mad?’
Louis, Jamie’s older brother, was the go-to person at no. 24 for the
removal of unwanted bugs and animals in need of rescue. Whether it be
spiders, toads, frogs, caterpillars, beetles or lizards, Louis was your man.
‘Louis, there are toads in the garden, come and help!, shouted mum
nervously. Louis and mum dashed into the garden to be greeted by the
most bizarre scene. Rosie was jumping up and down screaming, ‘look,
there it is!’ whilst running swiftly in the opposite direction. Before their very
eyes a tortoise was pelting it along the lawn in hot pursuit by next door’s
ginger Tom. They had never seen a tortoise run so fast. Never again
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would mum use the tortoise and the hare story to teach stamina and
resilience. It just wasn’t true. If you ever get to see a tortoise being
chased by a cat you’ll know what I mean.
Louis grabbed the tortoise who didn’t seem that happy about it, evidenced
by its flailing legs and jerky neck movements, whilst Rosie shoed the
ginger Tom away.
‘Get it some water! cried mum, flapping up and down like a distressed
duck. You’ll remember, reader, that she isn’t very good in a crisis. I refer
to her melodramatic reaction to the first escape made by Mr Douglas,
noted in chapter 2 of this series.
A bowl of water was brought out to the garden and the tortoise, who was
beginning to think he had jumped out of the frying pan into the fire, was
dunked in. Some lettuce was also put in front of it, but the tortoise
declined, a red stain on its face would reveal the answer as to why much
later.
‘We need Sally’, exclaimed dad. Sally lived up the road and was the
resident tortoise expert on School Road, as she was, we thought, the only
one who had one. Sally was called and just happened to be walking her
dog that way and
agreed to come
down.
Meanwhile mum, all
fingers and thumbs
due to the rising
panic within her, was
trying to type a
message on
Facebook to see if
anyone had lost a
tortoise. Who was
he? Where had he
come from? Well, as
far as we knew, through the hole in the neighbour’s fence, but where had
he come from? For the learned reader, this is the second animal escapee
to be lost and found on the Ash Facebook village site, proving that it is
worth more than complaining about bonfires and country smells.
Mr Douglas was blissfully unaware of any of these shenanigans, sleeping
so heavily that her snoring could be heard at the Chequer Inn, just down
the alleyway.
So who was this runaway tortoise? Well, in the topside world he
apparently belongs to June who lives a little further up School Road and
whose tortoise had been out and about since that morning. However, in
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the mysterious underworld of animals and mystery the, tortoise was
known by a very different name.
His name is Colonel Bogey, a veteran of many former escapes and leader
of the Freedom For Ash’s Resident Tortoises (FFART). Colonel Bogey
had heard of the famous Mr Douglas and her escape adventures and was
interested in getting her autograph to share with the other tortoises at the
next FFART meeting, held on the village rec, every Tuesday at midnight.
He had risked life and limb to try and meet her and his adventures had
ended by being chased by a rather large ginger lioness, or so he thought,
who was interested in playing with this moving, green, football, or so the
cat thought.
Meanwhile, in the topside world, Sally had arrived and was convinced that
Colonel Bogey had been gorging himself on someone’s tomatoes plants.
She had deduced this fact from the red stains and pips covering the
tortoise’s mouth. Suddenly, there was a shriek from mum, who had an
array of tomato plants, at the back of her garden, right next to the hole in
the neighbour’s fence.
Panic, fear, shock do not describe the upsurge of feeling in mum’s
stomach as she imagined Colonel Bogey wildly trouncing through her
beloved tomato plants, lovingly donated by Sue Lawson, a lovely lady
who lived up the other end of the village.
‘Nooooooooooooooooooooo!’ shrieked mum and fled up the garden path
to check on her vegetation, embarrassing herself completely in front of
the tortoise’s owner who had just arrived to collect him.
Despite the high jinks, mum could find no evidence of tortoise gorging on
her tomato plants and was secretly relieved that he had been doing that
somewhere else. ‘I knew it was a good idea to plant them in pots’, she
said to herself. You never know when you are going to need your female
intuition.
Well, reader, Colonel Bogey was returned home safely and it seemed that
he had failed on his mission to obtain an autograph from the famous Mr
Douglas. However, unbeknown to the family, Colonel Bogey had left a
secret coded message for the escapee hamster, on the patio at no.24,
inviting her to the next FFART meeting. It just needed Jamie to clean out
the hamster cage and to put Mr Douglas in her ball on the lawn and the
plan would be executed…
Tune in next month to find out what happens when two expert escape
artists finally get to meet.
Written by Leanne Steed
Illustrated by Penny Bernard
(Colonel Bogey created by Penelope Bernard)
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Same Lame Game Dame
She’s back, with more front. Hold on to your
sides. It’s Amanda Hugme.
I had a landscape gardener in but he said he
couldn’t help as my garden was portrait.
Policeman: I’m arresting you for illegally
downloading the entire Wikipedia.
Me: Wait, I can explain everything.
Before you criticize clowns, try walking a mile in their shoes.
I went to see my acupuncuntiarist last week. When I got home my voodoo
doll was dead.
I was never a fan of organ donation but then I had a change of heart
What did the green grape say to the purple grape?
“Breathe! BREATHE!”
Do you know what catches my eye? Short people with umbrellas.
Why did the raisin go out with a prune?
Because he couldn’t find a date.
There has been a lot of break-ins at the multi-storey car park. That’s wrong
on so many levels.
Why did the baker stop making doughnuts?
He got tired of the hole thing.
I went on a barging holiday once. I haven’t got a boat. I just like pushing
people into canals.
Actors have Equity and magicians have the Magic Circle, so it's a shame
that ventriloquists have no one to speak for them.

(With apologies to Gary Delaney, Geoff Tibballs and everyone who has
read this far.)
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September Reflections
Corvids Part Two
Following on from last month’s thoughts about corvids in general and
Magpies in particular, I would like to continue my overview of this
fascinating group of birds.
I know that most of them produce a dislike or fear in many people, but
within the law of nature, they are just fulfilling their place in the food chain
and using their natural skills to do so extremely well, as I remarked last
time, they are intelligent birds as Chris Packham has demonstrated on
one of the Spring Watch programmes in the past.
So, a quick run through of the other Corvids: The two that also have
striking colour are the shy woodland dwelling Jay and the cliff dwelling
Chough. The Jay is the smallest of our crows, and its delicate colouring
makes it hard to spot in the woods whatever the season. (Don’t forget that
you can see the magazine illustrations in colour online!)
Their harsh screeching call might give them away though they do have
softer more mewing calls as well. If you are lucky, you might catch a
glimpse of it flying where the almost black wing and tail contrast with the
white in a similar way to the magpie, as the beautifully striped patches of
blue, white and black on neck and wing flash past.
We had a pair nesting in the boarding house woodland and the visited the
lawns to compete with the squirrels in nut collecting. They like oak trees
and acorns and like the squirrels, and other corvid cousins, will make
stores against the winter, the Reader’s Digest book describes their flight
as maneuverable in woodland, where they ‘flit’ from tree to tree. They can
be very territorial when breeding but at other times may gather in noisy
feeding groups. In recent times, they have moved into parks, large
gardens and cemeteries. In the Spring they may hold “formal courtship
ceremonies, in which groups of Jays pursue each other with slow wing
beats and a great deal of calling” eventually ending with an exciting chase
through the trees. This type of group behaviour would only be observed
where there are a large number of mature trees. Like its cousins, they
also eat insects, beetles, fruit, nuts, eggs and small birds and mammals.
Like the others, it too was a target for gamekeepers and I’m sure many a
Victorian hat or Bonnet would have been decorated with Jay and Magpie
feathers, even whole wings!
The chough, pronounced ‘chuff’, probably named for its ‘cheeow’ call, you
won’t see around here except in a wild bird collection, possibly at Wild
Wood in Blean woods. They are the most acrobatic of the crow family and
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the most streamlined as they glide, dive, roll and soar above the cliffs
around the west coast of Ireland, Wales and Cornwall. I was lucky to
catch a glimpse of a couple, on a trip to Tintagel, on an annual stay with
an old friend who lives nearby, sadly, not this year of course. Whilst black
against the sky, the iridescence on their feathers gives a glossy purple
sheen, stunning against their bright orange/red legs and feet. Sometimes
in Cornwall they were called the red-legged crow, or a Daw and legend
had it that King Arthur’s spirit entered into a Chough, very appropriate!
The Hooded Crow is the only one I haven’t included in the illustrations as,
it is only found in Ireland and Scotland, but can interbreed with the
Carrion crow to create a crow with grey
or white chest or back markings. We
may get the occasional ones visiting
from Europe or Scandinavia. The
Carrion Crow (or just Crow!), Jackdaw,
Rook are all present all over the country,
but the Raven, once common, is now
only breeding along the west coast of
Britain and in Ireland, though there have
been sightings recently on the Dover
cliffs. I’ve just shown the head and bills
which help to distinguish between them
as well as their comparative sizes.
Jackdaws are great characters, the
RSPB book says; “neat, stocky, small
crows….mainly black, but with a slight
purple sheen to the back and head, with
a grey hood. Eye is a watery grey and the short bill and legs are black.”
Another crow that has been increasing in number in recent years
probably because it will eat almost anything! They can congregate in
numbers to join gulls at rubbish tips and landfill sites, they feed in the
trees with the same diet as other crows, but also on the ground, again like
the Jay will collect a food store. At Manwood’s and the boarding houses,
as soon as school was out there was a race between the jackdaws,
squirrels and gulls for the contents of the bins before the caretaker came
round to empty them! Once I rescued a young magpie from a group of
jays on the boarding house lawn, they were all shouting very loudly, but
flew off when I came out. It seemed to be ok, I kept it quiet then put it
back out under the hedge, it could just about fly and I think, made it back
up to the parents who were still calling. My father delighted in telling us
about a young Jackdaw he found when he was about 12, he looked after
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it and it would sit on his shoulder. He said how intelligent it was but,
unfortunately took an instant dislike to his best school friend who had very
red hair, the boy had to keep his cap on or the Jackdaw would fly to his
head and start plucking it out! It flew off when adult, but I think returned to
visit for a while.
Rooks, next up in size, are the most
gregarious, always nesting in huge
‘Rookeries’, the Jackdaw will create
colonies, but spaced out dependent
on their choice of tree, whereas
Rooks always nest close together.
They are also very black with a
purple-sheen, but their feather free
face patch is unique. The others all
seem to have a short feathered
‘nose-guard’ that covers the top of
the beak. Like the Jay they can raise
a ‘crest’ of feathers on the top of their
heads when excited. Rough cawing
sounds can be heard as you
approach the nest-site, tall trees are
essential; they used to focus on Elm,
but since these sadly became
diseased, switched mostly to oak or ash.
There is a big rookery at the top of Fredville, in Nonington, on the road
that goes from the back of the parkland, down the ridge towards
Barfreston. A good place to spot Buzzards and the occasional Kite who
are on the watch for baby Rooks or Woodpigeon! There is an old country
saying that helps if you’re still unsure who’s who; ‘tha’s a crow, them’s
rooks’ Though both types may forage together especially on ploughed
fields. In folk law the sighting of a rookery was important as it was
considered to be good luck to have one near the house, in some places it
was thought that they kept the crows away from the poultry. But if the
Rooks suddenly left their site, it meant either a death or disaster. Rooks
were also believed to be God-fearing birds who did not work on a
Sunday, they also predicted the weather by the timing of their foraging out
and returning to their nests.
On a negative note, their name, reflecting a cunning a predatory side,
plus the fact that their crowded nesting sites could be compared to city
slums, has given rise to ‘to rook’ meaning to cheat someone, and in
Victorian and Georgian times, the notorious East -end of London slums
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were known as ‘rookeries’: to be full of criminals, especially pickpockets
and Rooks are known to steal from each other’s nests! As its full name
suggests, the Crow will feed on carrion, like the Raven, and is therefore
often associated with death and augury in myth and legend. They have a
very wide feeding range including eggs and chicks as well as grain and
root crops, it has long been disliked by farmers as well as gamekeepers.
All black with a blue tinge to the feathers, they are handsome though
daunting birds, like their bigger cousin the Raven, both very intelligent
and sharp witted, wary and hard to approach. They range right across the
countryside adapting to whatever features the land has with ease. They
can be seen at the coast vying with Gulls in their antics in the air and
dropping shellfish and crabs to break the shells. In the air, they have a
neater profile to the Rook, slightly squarer wings and tail, but feed mostly
on the ground. I hear there are crows nesting in the church tower this
year, noisily too!
Finally, the Raven, bigger and bulkier than a buzzard and like all the
crows, a beak not to be messed with! A larger shaggier version of the
Crow, with a shaggy throat and loose feathered ‘trousers’. A harbinger of
death probably because they were most often seen at battlefields waiting
to pick over remains of the fallen, so considered ill luck to see one nearby.
A powerful flight, slow and majestic, glides and soars, but can flip on its
back to tumble and dive around the coast using the rising air currant as
the bigger seabirds do. As you’d imagine, a powerful voice; RSPB; “a
hollow sounding ‘kronk, kronk’ or an echoing ‘toc, toc, toc’”
A huge nest of sticks high in the branches of a tree but cupped not
domed, so they had obviously missed the end of the magpies’ lesson!
But, will also use ledges on cliffs as well. Yet the Raven could also bring
good fortune, to hear or see one in the highlands, when setting out on a
hunting or fishing trip, meant success. Clever bird probably knew what
they were setting out to do so gathered fellows in for clearing up at the
end of the day! Then, of course, the Legend of the Tower of London: that
London will not be vanquished while there are ravens at the Tower. After
the Second World War when unfortunately, new birds had to be brought
in after the bombing, they now have their wings clipped. However, if you
have visited the Tower and seen them strutting about, looking as though
they own the place, which in some way seems only their right. They are
adored by their keepers and the public alike, it seems a fitting end to a
journey around this ancient species of British Corvid.
I hope you’ve enjoyed it as much as I’ve enjoyed researching it. Since
planning this piece, I found and read a novel by Joanna Hickson “The
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Lady of the Ravens”, at the back of the novel, which I enjoyed, she gives
her research notes including meeting the Raven Master at the tower,
whose own book ‘The Ravenmaster’ has recently been published and
‘The Mind of the Raven’ by Bernd Heinrich.
Books used for illustration ideas and for further information, especially on
the myths and legends. A lot on- line, of course, but I like Books:
Flights of Fancy, Peter Tate (Arrow Books); A Dictionary of Superstitions
edited by Iona Opie and Moira Tatem (Oxford);RSPB Handbook of British
Birds. Peter Holden and Tim Cleeves; Reader’s Digest , Field guide to the
Birds of Britain; Photographic Guide to the Birds of Britain and Europe ,
Haken Delin and Lars Svensson. (Chancellor Press.); British Birds app
for my Ipad. Good for the calls too!
Enjoy the turn from Summer to Autumn, so much harvesting seem to be
happening by early August, some great blackberries to pick already.
Hopefully by the time this comes out we will know if schools will be able to
give children the normal educational and social life they’ve been missing
and the virus will be more under control.
Take care and look after yourselves.
Pat Coles
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